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Viable Systems Design for a New Era of Collective Intelligences
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ABSTRACT
As holistic views of systems design gain ground, the question of how we might turn the “accidentalmegastructure” [1] of existing infrastructure stacks into consciously designed collective intelligencearchitectures has emerged as a key challenge for those engaged in designing cooperative and sharingeconomies. If we are aiming at a “technological sovereignty” facilitated by cooperative approaches, futureecosystems for products and services must be based on alternative technology stacks. That is why we wantto enter the stack - and add stack design to the conversation around cooperative and sharing economies.
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• Human-centered computing > Interaction design > Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms• Human-centered computing > Collaborative and social computing > Collaborative and social computing theory, concepts andparadigms > Computer supported cooperative work• Human-centered computing > Collaborative and social computing > Collaborative and social computing theory, concepts andparadigms
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1. Different Stories
Adopting the principle that technology stacks are in principle subject to co-design, this workshopcontribution showcases a series of complementary co-design processes to explore how we might bestfacilitate such a conversation. The workshop does not, however, assume a comprehensive understanding ofdata governance approaches. It begins with a much simpler idea - the search for a narrative (with a widerange of characters and multiple conflicting plots) that might be able to frame a cross-sectoral systems designconversation in which all workshop participants see a role for themselves.
2. Questions of Value
Such alternative stacks must be capable of sustaining an expanding spectrum of value-creating activities andrelations - the sharing economy and the return of “public value” (cf. the EU’s recent commitment to“mission-oriented” research and innovation) are evidence of a broader transformation of value and themarkets designed to facilitate the generation and distribution of such value. These developments are alsoindicative of a fundamental shift in how we comprehend, approach, and ultimately govern innovation - weknow now that even technological innovation is never simply “technological” but in fact depends on a widearray of other less visible (cultural, political, social) innovations. To enable future and emergingtechnologies, the workshop aims to bring these other forms of innovation into view. If Europe intends tobenefit from the emergence of new forms of (public) value, it must embrace a more holistic view of howsuch value is generated [2]. The idea of a collective intelligence design stack aims to offer such a view.
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1 https://stackshare.io
2 https://streamr.network
3 https://swash.io
4 http://www.sewa.org
5 https://www.incubator.coop
6 https://coopcycle.org

3. Shifting Perspectives
We realize that “stack design” is an abstract design proposition. Defined as “the set of technologies anorganization uses to build a web or mobile application ... a combination of programming languages,frameworks, libraries, patterns, servers, UI/UX solutions, software, and tools used by its developers”, theview of the tech stack we are emphasizing here is not primarily technical.1 A quick look at the stacks usedby key players in and across the platform economy suggests that these modularized systems have more incommon than their fierce competition for users might suggest - which is the main shift in perspectives weare proposing: a different view of the platform economy. There is more than one view, and rather than repeatthe usual invocations of global brands (and their market power), we want to shift the focus of ourconversation to the stacks that sustain the power of these actors - a first step toward a more comprehensiveunderstanding of the relational infrastructures behind data-driven societies. And toward a different way ofthinking about the design of (fairer) markets for a more cooperative platform economy.
4. Use Cases
The following use cases offer different points of entry and reference into the “stack design” conversation weaim to facilitate through the workshop. Before we engage with tech stacks and zero in on necessarily intricatedetails (which comes with the need to engage in data space design) we would like to survey some of thedynamic developments across the field of cooperative economies. Highlighting a different context and adifferent set of (collective) actors, each of these holds significant lessons for future design efforts and ismeant to elicit additional examples from workshop participants.
3.1 Streamr
Context: Ethical monetization of data and automated creation of data unions.
Relevance: The team of Streamr, “the missing real time data protocol for the decentralized web”2, has madethe case that it is through the creation of “data unions” [3] that we will be able to create an alternative dataecosystem. Swash is one of the first use cases demonstrating the data union principle.3
3.2 Up&Go
Context: Collective governance challenges and global adaptation.Relevance: Governance and collective decision making processes require innovation in platform coops.The best practices are less standardized compared to hierarchical start-ups. Up&Go has faced this challengequite a bit. Scaling up and expanding to other regions/cultures also comes with its own set of challengeswithout the traditional venture capital ecosystem, despite interest globally from organizations like SEWA.4A platform cooperatives incubator that is currently being created provides additional ecosystemicperspectives.5
3.3 CoopCycle
Context: Open source licensing and autonomous cross-cultural adaptation.Relevance: Open source code with autonomous global collectives shows how scaling is easier without acentral authority, enabling independence and decision-making authority to individual collectives but there'sa need for support and innovation to enable the creation of sustainable local business models.6
3.4 resonateContext: Cooperative streaming service owned by artists and listeners.
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7 https://resonate.is
8 https:/platformcoop.de
9 https://www.data-infrastructure.eu
10 http://scs.community
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Relevance: A co-creation effort to build a grassroots-driven (music) streaming infrastructure. Complexstory involving innovative-but-ultimately-unsuccessful efforts to mobilize new (token-based) forms of VCfrom within the blockchain ecosystem.7
3.5 Platform Coops Germany
Context: Regionalization of the platform cooperativism approach.
Relevance: Process use case in “translating” a global approach to organizational development by integratingregional cultures and traditions of cooperation (here, the rather conservative tradition of Germancooperativism) with a platform design agenda.8
3.6 HEALTH-AI Saar
Context: Integration of “cooperative data governance” in regional innovation framework.
Relevance: Regional dynamic around health-and-ai innovation, a key cross-sectoral dynamic of ai-drivenneo-industrial development. Lots of implications for other areas of “smart” industrialization and the need tocarefully link data space design strategies with the technological sovereignty agenda. Linkages to the cross-continental effort to establish a federated data infrastructure.9 Includes an effort to design a “sovereign cloudstack”, one of the first projects supported by the new Federal Agency for Disruptive Innovation (itself anexample of the difficulty to define alternative institutional paths to innovation).10
3.7 s:coop
Context: Cooperative driven by art and design students to create an alternative to individualist start-upculture.11
Relevance: Effort to transform from below existing (technology-centric) innovation narratives to addresscommons-oriented ideation and value creation and bring existing dynamics around peer-to-peer culturesinto a regional innovation context.
5. Feeding Forward
Exemplifying a new generation of socio-technical systems, semi-automated decision making is on the rise,with capacities for data analysis and prediction that far exceed the powers of earlier generations of expertsystems that simply offered static contextualizations for individual decisions. While data ethics strategiesaffirm the centrality of the human as “decision-maker of last resort”, these systems (applied cross-sectorally,including automotive, banking / finance, health, human resources) effectively confront us with a sober truth:a hybrid system in which machines will propose and ultimately make better decisions. If we want to resolvethis dilemma - that ethics place the human in command, while technological innovation improves the qualityof (soon) autonomous assistive systems - we must create cooperative decision systems that offer dynamicrecontextualisation and design a co-agency model that can comprehend the hybridization of human andmachinic agency. We believe that we need to safeguard not only our individual human agency but our abilityto co-exist in a new generation of collective intelligences that radically alter our understanding of the waysin which humans and machines collaborate. Building a “stack design” conversations is one way to do that -stressing our embeddedness in socio-technical systems designed to amplify our collective agency and openup new practices of co-creation.
6. Shaping a New Experience
The workshop brings together participants with different perspectives in the ecosystem, includingcooperative changemakers, technologists, design thinkers and policy makers. The hands-on activity
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analyzing these cases enables participants to rethink their personal relationship and agency in the data-drivensystems around them. The intention is to enable self-realization of the underlying convergent story. Throughthis, the workshop can lay the foundation and provide a pathway to build longer term collaborationscollectively designing a more ethical stack for the platform economy.
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